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Summary

Item:  a full-sized 16th Century Purser’s Chest modeled after a chest 
recovered from the Mary Rose, King Henry VIII’s favorite warship, which 
sank off the Isle of Wight on July 19, 1545 after an attack by a French 
invasion fleet.

Purpose:  A purser is a ship’s bookkeeper.  He is responsible for buying the 
ship’s supplies such as food and drink, clothing, bedding, candles, etc. and 
deducting the expenses from the crew member’s wages as supplies were 
used.  The chest would have held his account books, writing supplies, a small
scale for weighing coins, and possibly small, expensive luxury items such as 
tobacco or jewelry for safekeeping.

Sources:  Before the Mast, a volume from the five-volume series 
“Archaeology of the Mary Rose” published by the Mary Rose Trust and 
correspondence with the Mary Rose Trust including previously unpublished 
drawings and other materials.  The duties of the purser were taken from 
Wikipedia.

Materials:  The original chest was made of elm with a replacement part 
made from oak.  The replica is made from pine as elm is unavailable due to 
Dutch Elm Disease nearly obliterating the species in the US and Europe in 
the 20th Century.  Pine is a wood of similar density available in the required 
size at reasonable cost.

Tools:  Panel saw, chisels, mallets, rabbet plane, router plane, plane, brace 
with Forstner bit, coping saw, hammer, pliers.  Full descriptions and use of 
each tool are included in the footnotes of the remaining documentation.

For an in-depth description of construction details, techniques, decoration, 
and work-in-progress photos, please see the remaining documentation.



Introduction

On the nineteenth of July, 1545, English warships fended off an attack 

by a French invasion fleet.  The defense was successful, but lost in the battle 

was the favorite ship of King Henry VIII, the Mary Rose.

In 1971 the wreck of the Mary Rose was discovered by divers charting 

shipwrecks in the Solent, the strait north of the Isle of Wight.  After a decade 

of legal and archaeological battles, the wreck was raised in October of 1982, 

representing a triumph of marine salvage technology rivaled only by the 

raising of the Vasa, a sunken 17th Century Swedish warship in Stockholm 

harbor raised two decades earlier.  Beginning in the mid-1980s the wreck and

its artifacts have been on display to the public, under the auspices of the 

Mary Rose Trust.

Since the turn of the 21st Century, the Mary Rose Trust has published no

less than five volumes in the “Archaeology of the Mary Rose” series, each 

focusing on one aspect of the ship and her crew.  One of these volumes, 

Before the Mast, is a treasure trove of information, showing diagrams and 

dimensions of thousands of artifacts.  One of these artifacts, the Purser’s 

Chest, is the subject of this endeavor.



Preparations

I started planning for this project by making contact with the Mary 

Rose Trust.  They were kind enough to provide me with several drawings of 

the Purser’s Chest not featured in Before the Mast, including a scaled 

drawing showing each part of it and its dimensions. 

While browsing at Lowe’s, I found glued-up pine panels in full-inch 

thickness1, matching that of the major components of the Purser’s Chest.  

1 The Lowe’s item number is 470409.

Illustration 1: the scaled drawing



These panels are 24” wide by 48” long, making them ideal for this project; 

they are thick enough for accurate reproduction of the chest, yet small 

enough to fit in my car.

Using measurements from the scaled drawing, I sawed the back panel 

to length and rough width, then planed the long sawn edge to the width line.  

I laid out the housings for the till2, staking them in3 and clearing the waste 

with chisels, finally smoothing the bottom with a router plane4.  The next step

was to saw the side of the rabbets5 on the ends.  The waste was mostly 

removed with a chisel and mallet, then smoothed with a rabbet plane6.  The 

long rabbet on the bottom edge was cut with just the rabbet plane.  Chiseling 

the mortises7 for the hinges almost completed the back panel.

Next came sawing the front panel to length and width, with the till 

housings staked in and chiseled out.  It is a mirror image of the back panel, 

minus the hinge mortises, and was made using the same techniques.

2 A till is a small compartment in a chest, usually with a lid, used for storing small items of high value, such as coins or 
jewelry that might otherwise be lost in the larger chest.

3 “Staking in” is the process of outlining an intended recess with a chisel.  It severs the surface fibers leaving a clean 
appearance.

4 A router plane is a specialized tool for smoothing the bottom of a groove.  It has a blade that projects below the sole of 
the plane.

5 A rabbet (pronounced “rabbit”) is  a deep notch formed in one edge of a board so that something else can be fitted into 
it.

6 A rabbet plane is a specialized tool for cutting rabbets.
7 A mortise is a recess in the wood, usually created by chiseling.  It may be deep or shallow.  Hinge mortises are shallow, 

leaving the surface of the hinge level with the surface of the wood.



The last operation to complete the front and back panels was to drill a 

“blind” hole in each for the trunnions8 of the till lid.  (A blind hole is one that 

does not go all the way through the material.)  In period this would have been

drilled with a spoon bit, but spoon bits in the necessary size are prohibitively 

expensive in today’s market .  I used a modern substitute called a Forstner bit,

which leaves a flat bottom without a lead screw to penetrate the wood.

8 A trunnion is a cylindrical projection on either side of a piece of machinery or other equipment that support that piece of
equipment.  The till lid rotates on two trunnions to open and close.

Illustration 2: the back panel with the till housings staked in.



Illustration 3:  Exploded drawing of the Purser’s Chest



I used a piece of leftover glued-up panel to make the decorative bracket 

feet (called “spandrels” in Before the Mast).  With the help of the local copy 

shop, I was able to enlarge a detail of the scaled drawing to full size.  I traced 

the outline of the spandrels onto the wood and cut them out with a coping 

saw9, then cut the rabbets on both.  I elected to build the Purser’s Chest as it 

was presumably built originally, with mirror-image spandrels.  At the time of 

the ship’s sinking the profile of the left spandrel differed slightly from that of 

the right; it is also made of oak, unlike the rest of the chest, which is elm.  

For these reasons, the Mary Rose Trust speculates that the left spandrel is a 

replacement.  (This, in itself, leads to the supposition that certain decorative 

elements may have been “manufactured” as we understand the term today, 

separately from the furniture to which they were later applied.  Whoever had 

the Purser’s Chest repaired ended up with something close to the original but 

not an exact match.  It certainly would have been possible to replicate the 

missing spandrel exactly but the one used must have been “good enough.”)  

This reproduction is made of pine, for two very good reasons:  first, sufficient

quantities of elm are unavailable, due to Dutch Elm Disease nearly 

obliterating elm trees in the US and Europe in the 20th Century, and second, 

9 A coping saw has a thin, narrow blade held in tension with a frame.  It is used to cut intricate curves.



pine is available in the required size at a reasonable cost.

The iron hinges of the Purser’s Chest did not survive four centuries of 

immersion in the sea, but did leave outlines on the back and lid.  I searched 

commercial reproduction suppliers without finding suitable hinges, so I 

turned to a blacksmith for custom work.  THFool Dagonell the Juggler took a

copy of the scaled drawing and enlarged the outlines of the strap hinges to 

full size.  From his enlargement, he crafted cardboard templates and then 

forged iron hinges for the chest, including even the nail holes.



The ends of the chest have inverted V-shaped cutouts at the bottom.  On

Illustration 4: an end board.  Note the cutout and the dado above it.



the original Purser’s Chest, these cutouts are not exactly straight, leading to 

the hypothesis that they were cut with a narrow-bladed saw.  For that reason, 

I cut them free-hand with the coping saw instead of a modern panel saw10.  

Thus, the cutouts are not exact duplicates of the original, but were made by 

similar techniques and show the normal variations of hand work.  On the 

inside face of each end, there is a dado11 above the cutout.  These dadoes  

secure the bottom of the chest.  They are made by sawing the sides of the 

dado then clearing the waste with a chisel and smoothing the bottom with the 

router plane.  This lets the ends of the bottom panel fit snugly into the end 

boards of the chest.

Assembly

Construction of the chest began with attaching the left end to the 

bottom panel.  This joint is secured with four cut nails driven through the end

board and into the end grain of the bottom panel, which is inserted into the 

dado in the end board.  The original Purser’s Chest is nailed together with 

hand-wrought nails, which are quite rare nowadays.  The nearest equivalents 

10 A panel saw is the modern type of handsaw, with a wide blade making it easier to make long straight cuts.
11 A dado is a flat-bottomed groove with square sides, usually but not always across the grain.  The till housings are 

dadoes also.



are cut nails, manufactured by Tremont Nail and other companies for the 

restoration market.

The next step is to fit the left end and bottom into the rabbets on the 

back panel.  There are four cut nails securing the back panel to the left end 

board and five along the bottom.

I carefully fit the front panel into the left end and bottom, nailing only 

to the left end board.  With the flexibility still afforded by this, it is possible 

to carefully fit the front of the till into place, followed by the till lid.  Once 

these had been fit, I secured the front panel to the bottom with five cut nails.  

Then I gently slid the bottom of the till into place, finally adding the right end

board.  Five cut nails secured the back panel to the right end board, and five 

more secured the front.

I nailed the hinges to the outside surface of the back panel, nestling the 

upper leaves into the hinge mortises.  The nails projected into the interior of 

the chest, so I bent the tips of the nails with pliers, then clinched the nails into

the back panel.  This is the same technique used on the original.

I positioned the lid with an even overhang on all sides, then carefully 

lifted the lid enough to hold the upper leaves of the hinges in place.  I marked



the nail holes on the underside of the lid, and began the process of nailing the

hinges to the lid.  It was important to mark the nail holes first, so that I could 

return the lid to its correct position should it get jostled.  Again, I bent the nail

tips and clinched the nails to the lid.  This configuration, with the hinges on 

the outside of the back and the underside of the lid, is clearly shown on the 

scaled drawing.

Finally I secured the spandrels to the front of the chest at the bottom of 

the front panel, using two cut nails into the end board and one through the tip 

of the spandrel vertically into the front panel.  The spandrels are purely 

decorative.

The original Purser’s Chest was fitted with a stout lock mortised into 

the front panel.  Like the hinges, it did not survive 400 years in the ocean, 

leaving behind the large hole seen in the front of the original.  When I can 

find documentation for the mechanism of this lock, I will add one to the 

chest.


